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ABSTRACT: To detect defects in woven fabric a reduced coefficient fabric space is constructed, for which the 
principal components representing row and column wise data distribution of the training fabric sub images are 
determined with the help of a novel singular value decomposition based method. The size of this reduced coefficient 
fabric space is suitably optimized by particle swarm optimization method, subject to the minimum detection error of 
fabric defects. For faster operation the generation of overlapped test fabric sub images, equal in size with training fabric 
sub images along with its projection on reduced coefficient fabric space is done by using parallel processing 
implemented through a novel algorithm in OpenCL. Finally detection of fabric defect is done by using support vector 
machine classifier. The method is tested on TILDA database for its validation. Significant performance enhancement is 
achieved as compared to 2 directional 2DPCA method both in terms of defect detection accuracy and reduction at 
computational cost.  

KEYWORDS: Defect detection in fabric, sub image based singular value decomposition, 2 directional 2D principal 
component analysis, particle swarm optimization, support vector machine, OpenCL. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Out of the various reported defect detection techniques in woven fabric [1, 2], the Principal component analysis (PCA) 
is a well known statistical approach [3, 4], that gives the data distribution of defect free and defective fabric samples by 
constructing the eigen-filters, using an ensemble of micro windows containing defect free and defective fabric 
information [5, 6]. Though this approach offers reduced computational cost as compared to the other statistical 
techniques [5, 7], yet such approaches are sensitive to background noise and local fabric distortions [2]. Moreover, it 
suffers from the difficulty of computation of covariance matrix for developing eigen-filters [8]. This problem is 
addressed in [8] and a solution is provided by using two dimensional PCA (2DPCA), which easily evaluates image 
covariance matrix directly from the original image matrices. It has also been reported that though 2DPCA is a better 
feature extraction technique [9] than the conventional PCA with lesser computational complexity [8, 10], yet it suffers 
from the problem of high number of coefficients which has been managed by two directional 2DPCA method [11], 
where 2DPCA is applied along the row and column of the training images to get the coefficient matrix containing the 
features. It is also reported that random sub space 2DPCA method provides better recognition rate by randomly 
selecting the eigenvectors containing the information of fabric texture [12, 13]. However this method does not assure 
the optimum size of coefficient matrix, which in turn decides the coefficient of fabric space, carrying the optimized 
features of training fabric images.  

  In this paper, a reduced coefficient fabric space for each class of woven fabric, consisting of optimized 
features, is derived which is termed as the modified fabric space of that fabric class.  The optimum set of coefficients 
i.e., feature of the modified fabric space of a fabric class are obtained by using particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
method [14]. For simplicity singular value decomposition (SVD) method is used that directly calculates the 
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eigenvectors of the covariance matrix without framing it [15, 8]. Since the dimension of fabric defect is very small 
compared to the entire fabric image under inspection, a modular approach working on sub images of fabric is used 
which is expected to yield good detection capability.  The fabric sub images used to develop the modified fabric space 
are the training fabric sub images. Finally the sub images of test fabric of a fabric class, equal in size with training 
fabric sub images are projected onto the modified fabric space of the fabric class, from where the detection of fabric 
defect is possible by support vector machine classifier.  

For fast processing of the proposed method an OpenCL based algorithm is developed that runs in a 
heterogeneous environment consisting of CPU and GPU. This is required to utilize powerful processing unit of CPU 
and parallel working ability of GPU simultaneously. An OpenCL implementation of PCA for large scale data analysis 
is implemented in [16]. As the estimation of principal components does not have any contribution on the time 
complexity of the proposed method at the time of defect detection, so in this paper the developed openCL algorithm 
efficiently detects the test fabric sub images from the test fabric image and evaluates the coefficient matrices for all the 
test fabric sub images.  

 
II. METHODOLOGY 

 
A. DEVELOPMENT OF MODIFIED FABRIC SPACE BY USING SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
(SVD) METHOD 

The goal of this section is to determine the reduced features of defects of a fabric class by framing the modified 
fabric space. In the conventional PCA method, the fabric images are represented by 1D vectors [17] and thus 
determination of covariance matrix becomes an inefficient process [8]. In case of 2DPCA method the fabric images are 
represented by 2D vectors which require many more coefficients than 1DPCA [11] and thus occupies huge memory 
space. Thus to get the advantage of 2DPCA in conjunction with the reduced coefficients, the two directional 2DPCA 
method is utilized [11]. However in all the above techniques, the covariance matrix is determined first and then by 
suitable empirical thresholding the dominant eigenvectors of the covariance matrix representing the distribution of data 
in the training fabric images are determined. To know the distribution of data in the training fabric images, singular 
value decomposition (SVD) is used, which is likely to eliminate the necessity of determination of covariance matrix 
[18].  

 Applying SVD along the row and column of the training fabric sub images, two sets of eigenvectors are 
obtained, from where two sets of principal components are obtained. The minimum sub set of orthogonally transformed 
features i.e., the significant eigenvectors of covariance matrix are the principal components, the selection of which 
directly influences the success of the proposed method. The principal components, obtained from the row and column 
wise SVD operations of the training fabric sub images of a fabric class generate a reduced coefficient fabric space 
where both the training and test fabric sub images are projected for the detection of fabric defects. Many methods have 
been proposed [19, 20, 21] for the selection of principal components. Here most optimum principal components are 
selected by particle swarm method.  

 
i. Determination of mean image of a fabric class 

A training set of fabric sub images is created with few samples from healthy fabric images along with the 
possible types of defective fabric sub images. Let, p th gray scale training fabric sub image of a fabric class be denoted 

as, )( nm
psf  ,  such that Pp 1 , where P is the total number of samples.  

The mean of all the gray scale training fabric sub images of a fabric class may now be obtained as,  
)(

1

1 nmP

p
psf

P



  

(1) 

As the mean image of a fabric class contains the general feature of that fabric class which all the training fabric 
images of that fabric class contain, so it does not play any role for detection of defects in that fabric class. Thus the 
p th difference training fabric sub image of a fabric class is determined as, 

)()( nm
pspd ff    (2) 
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ii. Determination of two sets of principle components by applying SVD method 
Applying SVD method on p  th difference training fabric sub image of a fabric class, following equation is 

obtained, 
T
pdpdpdpd VSUf ..  (3) 

where, )(
21 ],........,,[ mm

mpdpdpdpd uuuU   
is an orthogonal matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of 

T
pdpd ff .  and termed as the left singular vectors of 

pdf . )(
2,1 ],........,[ nn

npdpdpdpd vvvV  is another orthogonal 

matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of 
pd

T
pd ff .  and termed as the right singular vectors of 

pdf .  

)(,21 ].,..........,[ nm
npdpdpdpdS    

is the suitably zero padded real pseudo diagonal matrix containing 

singular values i.e., non zero square root of eigenvalues of  
pd

T
pd ff .  and T

pdpd ff . , such that 

0...........21  npdpdpd   . 

Any one of 
pdU  

or 
pdV  may be considered for further processing. In this paper, 

pdU  
has been used. Thus 

from 
pdS  

and 
pdU , non zero square root of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix T

pdpd ff . are 

obtained without framing it. Here 
pdU  

gives the row wise distribution of data in
pdf  .  

 
As it is required to retain the row wise information of distribution of data of all difference training fabric sub 

images of a fabric class, the sum left singular vectors are obtained by summing up the left singular vectors of all 
difference training fabric sub images of a fabric class.  The sum left singular vectors for a fabric class U  is obtained as,     

)(
21

1
],........,,[ mm

m
P

p
pd uuuUU 


  (4) 

Corresponding to sum left singular vectors, the sum singular values S of the fabric class is obtained as,      
)(

21
1

],........,,[ nm
n

P

p
pdSS 


   (5) 

    where, S  is suitably zero padded diagonal matrix, such that, 0........21  n .   

 Thus for each fabric class, the proposed method eliminates the determination of covariance matrix for P  
times which the 2 directional 2DPCA method requires at this stage for the determination of image covariance matrix [8, 
11]. 

 Though the sum left singular vectors of a fabric class give the row wise data distribution of the difference 
training fabric sub images of that fabric class, yet all columns i.e., the vectors of sum left singular vectors do not play 
the significant role regarding to the description of this data distribution. Thus now the task becomes to determine the 
significant vectors from sum left singular vectors of a fabric class which are known as the principal components of that 
fabric class. As corresponding to each sum left singular vector of a fabric class, a sum singular value exists, so to select 
the principal components the significant numbers of sum singular values of a fabric class are determined. However, to 
do this normalized sum singular values of the fabric class need to be determined.  The i  th normalized sum singular 
value [22, 23] of a fabric class )( i can now be determined as,    











 i
i  

(6) 
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where,   is the mean of sum singular values of the fabric class,   is the standard deviation of sum singular 
values of the fabric class.  

 Now the numbers of elements of normalized sum singular values of the fabric class which are greater than a 
definite positive number 1K  are the numbers of principal components r , representing row wise data distribution of 

the fabric class. At a later stage of this paper, the value of 1K  is selected by particle swarm optimization technique.  
 Thus the first set of principle components becomes, 

)(
21 ],........,,[

rm

r
r uuuU




  (7) 

  This set of principle components represents the axes of a reduced dimensional fabric space, where all 
difference training and test fabric sub images will be projected, after reducing its coefficient. 

 For the reduction of the coefficient of the fabric space, it is required to determine another set of principle 
components describing the column wise distribution of data in all training fabric sub images of a fabric class.   

Let the p th difference training fabric sub image of the fabric class is represented as, 

].........[ 21 pdnpdpdpd ffff   (8) 

where )1(  m
pdjf  is the j  th column of 

pdf . 

  Applying SVD method on pdjf  the following equation can be obtained,     

TVSUf pdjpdjpdjpdj ..  (9) 

where, )(
21 ],........,,[ mm

mpdjpdjpdjpdj uuuU  is an orthogonal matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of 

T
pdjpdj ff .  and termed as the column wise left singular vector of 

pdjf . )11( pdjV  
is the column wise right 

singular vectors of 
pdjf .  

 )1(  m
pdjS  is a real pseudo-diagonal matrix, whose first element 

pdj1  is non zero and representing the 

positive singular value with all other elements are zero. Now arranging jpdj ,1  
i.e., for all columns in descending 

order and diagonally the following fabricated singular values of p th difference training fabric sub image is obtained.  

f
pdS )(

12111 ]..,,.........,[ nn
pdnpdpddiag   (10) 

  
As our target is to know the column wise data distribution of all the training fabric sub images of a fabric class, 

so the column wise sum left singular vectors are obtained by summing up pdjU for all columns of all the difference 

training fabric sub images of a fabric class.  The column wise sum left singular vectors )( /U for the fabric class is 
obtained as,     

)(//
2

/
1

1

/ ],........,,[
1
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m

P

p

n
pdj uuu

j
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  (11) 

 Corresponding to column wise sum left singular vectors the reconstructed sum singular values of the fabric 

class  cS  can now be obtained as,            

)(
21

1
],........,,[ nnc

n
ccP

p

f
pd

c diagSS 


   

(12) 
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where, 0........21  c
n

cc  .   
 In [11, 13] it has been found that for each fabric class 2 directional 2DPCA method requires the determination 

of covariance matrix for Pn.  times at this stage, which has completely been eliminated here. 
 As all the columns i.e., vectors of column wise sum left singular vectors do not play the significant role 

regarding to the description of column wise data distribution of the training fabric sub images of the fabric class, so the 
corresponding principal components are required to be found out. To do so, the normalized reconstructed sum singular 
values of the fabric class are necessary. The i th normalized reconstructed sum singular value of the fabric class 

c
i can now be determined as,    

c

cc
ic

i










  (13) 

where, c
  is the mean of reconstructed sum singular values of a fabric class, c

  is the standard deviation of 
reconstructed sum singular values of the fabric class.  

 The numbers of elements of normalized reconstructed sum singular values of the fabric class which are greater 
than a definite positive number 2K  are the numbers of principal components c of the fabric class representing the 

column wise data distribution of that same fabric class. The value of 2K  is obtained later by PSO technique.  
 Thus the second set of principle components representing the column wise data distribution of all the training 

fabric sub images of the fabric class becomes, 
)(//

2
/
1 ],........,,[

c

c
mc uuuU 


  (14) 

 These principal components describe the column wise data distribution of the training fabric sub images of the 
fabric class. 

 
iii. Reduction of coefficients of the fabric space and development of modified fabric space 

To reduce the coefficient of the reduced dimension fabric space, the coefficient matrix is determined for each 
training fabric sub image of a fabric class. The coefficient matrix of the p  th difference training fabric sub image of 
the fabric class is obtained as, 

)()],([..
cr

yxUfU p
c

pd
Tr

p
   

(15) 

where, the x  th row and y  th column element of p  
is ),( yxp . 

 Physically with the help of the coefficient matrices the difference training fabric sub images of a fabric class 
are projected on a reduced coefficient fabric space, termed as the modified fabric space of that fabric class. This new 
fabric space now contains cr   numbers of coefficients. Thus now each difference training fabric sub image of a 
fabric class is represented by cr  numbers of features. Since, mr   and nc  , the coefficient of modified fabric 

space is reduced drastically. Thus the numbers of modified fabric spaces is equal to the numbers of fabric classes.  
 

iv. Projection of test fabric sub images on the modified fabric space 
The sizes of the test fabric images are large in comparison to the training fabric sub images. So a window equal 

in size with the training fabric sub images is translated on the test fabric image to generate overlapped test fabric sub 
image for each position of the window. This is done for defect detection with more accuracy than that with non 
overlapped fabric sub images. 
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 Since the modified fabric space of the fabric class contains the information of the difference training fabric sub 
images of that fabric class, so for the defect detection, each test fabric sub image of the fabric class are also converted 
into the difference test fabric sub images in the following way, 

)(|| )( nm
test

d
test ff    (16) 

where,  is the mean of the training fabric sub images of the fabric class, |
d

testf and |testf is the  th 

difference test fabric sub image and  th test fabric sub image of the  fabric class respectively, which are equal in size 
with the training fabric sub images.   varies from 1 to ))()(( nNmM  , provided the size of test fabric image is 

)( NM  .   

|
d

testf  is now projected on the respective modified fabric space through the following coefficient matrix, 

)(| )],([..
cr

test
cd

test
Tr

test yxUfU  


   
(17) 

where, the x  th row and y  th column element of 
test  

is ),( yxtest
 . 

 
B. DETECTION OF FABRIC DEFECTS BY SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM) CLASSIFIER 

The test fabric sub images of a fabric class are classified in terms of defective and non defective ones by the 
support vector machine (SVM) classifier [24]. In general, SVM is a two class classifier, whose  basic guideline is to 
find an optimal separating hyperplane, so as to separate two classes of patterns with maximal margin, such that the 
expected errors for the unknown test data is minimized. During the training phase of SVM the classification problem 
for the p th training fabric sub image belonging to a fabric class is defined as,   

),( qC L
pp   (18) 

 Where, ).1( rCL
p

  is the lexicographically arranged coefficient matrix of p th training fabric sub image 
belonging to the fabric class having class output }1,1{ q  .  In this case the healthy training fabric sub image is 
associated with 1q and defective 1q . 

 The coefficient matrix of the test fabric sub images are also arranged in the lexicographical order for the 
classification in defective and non defective one by the trained SVM.   

 Once the defective test fabric sub image is detected the correlation coefficient data density matrix [25] gives 
the binarized image of defect only from the defective test fabric sub image. 

 
C. SELECTION OF THRESHOLD VALUES K1 AND K2 FOR DETERMINATION OF TWO SETS OF 
PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS BY USING THE PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO) TECHNIQUE 

For the development of modified fabric space of the fabric class, rU  and cU  are required to be optimally 
truncated, to get suitable numbers of principal components. The optimal values are determined by using the particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) technique [26, 27].  

Each particle in PSO has dimension equal to the parameters to be optimized. Each dimension is associated with 
randomized velocity, with which it moves in the search space. Each particle keeps track of its coordinate in the solution 
space on the basis of the best solution it has achieved so far, known as the personal best (pBest) and the best overall 
position of all the particles, known as the global best (gBest). The best solution refers to minimization/ maximization of 
a fitness or objective function for the minimization/ maximization problem. In each step the position and velocity of the 
particles are updated in accordance to pBest and gBest.  

 
i. Selection of fitness function 

In this work the objective is to select the minimum optimum features, representing the fabric defects of a fabric 
class subject to the minimization of error in detection of fabric defect of that fabric class. As these two are non 
conflicting objectives, so their weighted sum produces the single objective function [28, 29] as given below, 
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Erc .).(. 21    (19) 

where, 21 ,  are the positive weight values, such that 1)( 21   [30] and E is the error for fabric defect 
detection of training fabric sub images of the fabric class. Thus here the objective becomes to reduce the fitness 
function. 
ii. Up-gradation of position and velocity of the particles in swarm 

Let for a fabric class, the numbers of particles in the swarm be Z . Since only 2 parameters  need to be 
optimized, the dimension of each particle in the swarm is taken as 2.  

 Let at t th iteration the position vector of i  th particle in the search space of the fabric class be, 
)]([)](,)([)( ,2,1, tPOStKtKtPOS jiiii   (20) 

where, j varies up to 2,  )(1, tK i and )(2, tK i  
are the values of 

1K and
2K  for  i  th particle at t  th iteration of 

particle swarm. )(tPOS i
is the position vector of i th particle at t th iteration.                  

 The velocity vector of i th particle at t  th iteration in the search space of the fabric class is given by,  
)]([)](,)([)( ,2,1, tvtvtvtv jiiii   (21) 

where, )(,)( 2,1, tvtv ii are the velocity components of i th particle at t  th iteration along two dimensions.  
The pBest of the i th particle at t  th iteration in the search space of the fabric class is, 

)]([)](,)([)( ,2,1, tPBtPBtPBtPB jiiii   (22) 

where, )(,)( 2,1, tPBtPB ii
are the components of )(tPB i

 along two dimensions at t  th iteration. 
 For the first iteration each particle starts with the random values of position and velocity vectors which range 

within a specified maximum and minimum value. For the minimization of the fitness function the velocity of the i  th 
particle is modified in the next iteration in the search space of the fabric class as [26, 27], 

)]()([)]()([)().()1( ,22,,,, tPOStGtPOStPBtvttv jijijiiijiji    (23) 

and    
])1(,[)1(  tjivtiv  

 (24)    

where, j  varies up to 2, )(tG is the global best till t th iteration for the  fabric class, 21 ,  are the trust 

parameters for the fabric class and are usually set to 2 [26], 21 ,   are elements from two uniform random sequences 
in the interval [0, 1].  

 The term )(t is the inertia weight of the particle at t th iteration for the fabric class. The inertia weight 

reduces linearly from start to end throughout PSO generation [31, 32] and is given by,  

end
endstart

iter
titer

t 


 



max

max ))((
)(  

  (25) 

where, maxiter is the maximum number of iteration.  
The position of the i  th particle of the fabric class is updated as, 

)1()()1(  tvtPOStPOS iii  
    (26) 

 Thus in each iteration each particle outputs different values of 
1K  and 2K  and the fitness function of each 

particle changes at each iteration. Therefore, at )1( t  th iteration the pBest of i th particle of the fabric class and gBest 
is modified in the following way, 

)()1( tPOStPB ii      if  ))(()1(( tPBtPB ii    

else      )1()1(  tPOStPB ii  

   (27) 

And 
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arg)1( tG min ))1((( tPBi  i,  
 
   (28) 

where, ))(( tPBi is the fitness function of i  th particle of the fabric class at t th iteration, while working 
with )(tPBi

 andarg min(.)  is the minimum argument of the fitness function for all particles.  
 When the number of iteration of PSO reaches to maxiter , 1K 2, K  corresponding to global best (gBest) is 

selected as the optimum parameters for the fabric class.   
 

C. REDUCTION OF DETECTION TIME FOR DEFECT ON TEST FABRIC IMAGE USING OPENCL: 
For bigger test fabric image generation of overlapped test fabric sub images to detect defect takes huge time and thus 
makes the method impossible to implement in real field. To reduce this time complexity GPU can be used. But as 
functioning of GPU is managed by CPU, so a heterogeneous environment implemented through OpenCL coding is 
required. OpenCL includes kernels, the functions executing on OpenCL devices in parallel and application 
programming interfaces (APIs) or host, used to define and control the platforms and OpenCL devices. When a kernel is 
submitted for execution by the host, an index space is defined, where an instance of the kernel, called work- item, 
associated with a global ID is executed. Each work-item executes the same code in parallel on variable data and hence 
makes processing fast. However programming in OpenCL is more difficult than sequential programming [33].  
 In the present work the following kernel has been implemented, 
__kernel void classify(__global int *in, __global int *out): for generating overlapped test fabric sub images and 
determining corresponding coefficient matrices. The numbers of work- items in this case are ))()(( nNmM   . 
 OpenCL algorithm for generating overlapped test fabric sub images and determining corresponding coefficient 
matrices is given below, 
Kernel-1: 
Input: rU and cU , Test fabric image. 
Output: Matrix consisting of Coefficient matrices for all test fabric sub images. 

 Considering the pixel coordinate of the test fabric image as the work- item, each processor in GPU selects a 
unique work item.  

 Coordinate of each work- item is determined. 
 A test fabric sub image of size ))()(( nbma   is considered, assuming the coordinate of a work- item ),( ba  . 
  Corresponding coefficient matrix is determined by using equations (16) and (17).  
 Result of each coefficient matrix, arranged in lexicographical order is stored in a matrix to be used further by 

SVM for defect detection. 
Host program: 

 Queries for OpenCL platform, OpenCL device, creates context for OpenCL, creates command queue for 
OpenCL device, creates buffer, creates program objects, builds the program for checking syntactical error, 
creates kernel object for running kernel and specifying arguments. 

 Test fabric image is read by using OpenCV.  
 Enqueues kernel-1, i.e., object of kernel-1 is placed in command queue for execution.   
 A buffer reading operation is enqueued in the command queue for storing the result in a matrix. 

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
For testing the proposed method, TILDA database [34] for fabric defects is used. Images of TILDA database are 

8 bit grey and of size )512768(  pixels. The method is tested on 4 fabric classes namely, fine, medium, semi-coarse and 
coarse. A few images from each fabric class are shown in figure- 1.  

 
Figure-1: A few woven fabric samples from different fabric classes, (a) fine fabric, (b) medium fabric, (c) semi coarse fabric, (d) coarse fabric. 
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The training fabric sub images are taken of size )6464(  , so that even the smaller fabric defects become 
significant in the sub image and the background information is retained at the same time. A few of these training fabric 
sub images of fine fabric class are shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure-2: Few sub images of fine fabric class, used for training 

 
The numbers of training fabric sub images of fine, medium, semi-coarse and coarse fabric classes are 201, 174, 171 and 
174 respectively, which contain both the healthy and defective samples. These training fabric sub images are used to 
develop the respective modified fabric spaces by using the proposed method. The method is tested on another 25, 25, 
25, 37 defect-free and 195, 150, 107, 136 defective test fabric images of fine, medium, semi-coarse and coarse fabric 
classes respectively, containing 10 types of fabric defects.  

For fabric defect detection tasks, the performance of the proposed system can further be defined in terms of the 
parameters, explained in Table 1.  

Situations Actually 
defective 

Actually 
defect-free 

rate SuccessDetection  Actual
FPTNFNTP

TNTP(ADSR)



  

Detected 
as 
defective  

True 
positive(TP) 

False 
positive(FP) or 
false alarm 

Detected 
as defect-
free 

False 
negative(FN) 

True 
negative(TN) 

Table 1 Situations of occurrence of different results for a particular test 

The test result along with the coefficients of the modified fabric space, obtained by the proposed method for the 
different fabric classes are given in tables 2.  

Class of fabric → Fine Fabric 
 

Medium Fabric 
 

Semi-coarse fabric  Coarse Fabric 
 

Coefficient of modified fabric space      
→ (6×5) (7×4) (12×11) (21×11) 

 Nt Nd Nt Nd Nt Nd Nt Nd 
Oil mark/ spot 46 46 43 43 28 28 44 44 
Snarls/ loops/ float thread 20 20 4 4 9 9 12 10 

Small holes 17 17 19 19 9 9 9 7 
Slub/ fly 43 43 57 56 28 27 15 13 
Thick yarn/ reed mark/ crack 46 44 0 0 0 0 10 8 

Thin places 4 2 2 2 7 6 0 0 
knots 7 7 5 5 5 5 3 3 
Broken pick 0 0 10 9 0 0 23 21 
Short pick 7 7 10 8 0 0 20 18 
Snag 5 5 0 0 21 21 0 0 
total 195 

 
191 150 

 
146 107 105 136 124 

Table-2: Test results of defect detection on fabric samples by the proposed method (Nt: Number of test samples, Nd: number of samples detected). 
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The parameters obtained from test result are briefed in table-3. 

Fabric class TP FP FN TN ADSR Overall ADSR 
Fine 97.9%  4% 2.1% 96% 96.9% 

96.125% Medium 97.33% 0% 2.67% 100% 99% 
Semi coarse 98.1% 4% 1.9% 96% 96.9% 
Coarse  91.5% 8.1% 8.5% 91.5% 91.7% 

Table-3: Parameters obtained from test result. 

Detection of fabric defects for the same test fabric samples are also done by using conventional 2 directional 2D 
PCA method, where principal components are determined by empirical thresholding of eigenvectors of row and column 
wise covariance matrices, which are derived in the conventional way as in [11]. The sizes of fabric sub images are 
also )6464(   in these cases. The test result is given in table-4. 

Type of fabric Number of samples tested  
(defective + healthy) 

False alarm 

 

ADSR  Size of modified 
fabric space  

fine 195+25 88% 33% )44(   
medium 150+25 80% 30% )54(   
Semi coarse 107+25 72% 48% )58(   
coarse 136+37 95% 24.5% )910(   

Table-4: Test results of defect detection on fabric samples by conventional 2 directional 2DPCA method. 
 
Thus overall ADSR for all of the above fabric classes becomes 34% by using the conventional 2 directional 2D 

PCA method. 
While applying PSO, as more preference is given at the reduction of detection error than the reduction of 

coefficients of modified fabric space, so,  3.01   and 7.02   are selected. 10 particles and 100 iterations are 

chosen for PSO. The values of start  and end  required for the determination of inertia weight are taken as 0.4 and 
0.9 respectively. 

A few of the test results of defect detection by the proposed method and after suitable thresholding are shown in 
Figure- 3. 

 
Figure-3: Test results: Test fabric and binarized fabric showing the defects 

 Determination of rU , cU  and hence development of the modified fabric space is done by using MATLAB 7.10.0 (R 
2010a).  In fact this can be done in an off line way during the implementation of the proposed system in the real field. 
Once the modified fabric space is developed the proposed OpenCL algorithm is used to generate the overlapped test 
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fabric sub images and to project them on the modified fabric space. OpenCL algorithm is implemented in the 
heterogeneous computing environment consisting of INTEL i3 2.40 GHz CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GT 650T GPU. As 
OpenCL and OpenCV may be embedded in the same coding, so SVM is implemented in OpenCV. For comparison of the 
time complexity, sequential coding using C is also done for developing test fabric sub images from test fabric image 
along with its projection on modified fabric space. Figure- 4 shows the result of this comparison for different sizes of test 
fabric sub images. 

 
                                    Figure- 4: Comparison of time complexity between proposed OpenCL algorithm and sequential C coding. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed method is carried out by constructing a reduced coefficient modified fabric space. The modified 
space is derived by singular value decomposition based method and optimized by particle swarm technique.  The 
proposed method bypasses the determination of covariance matrices. The method is capable of reducing the 
coefficients of modified fabric space from )6464(   to a satisfactory small value for a wide variety of fabric classes. 
The test result shows that the proposed method works well for different woven fabric classes. Comparatively poor 
result is obtained in case of coarse fabric class, where the hairiness and voids may sometimes look identical to the small 
fabric defects and hence becomes difficult for training. It has also been observed that the time complexity of the 
proposed method is reduced appreciably by using the novel OpenCL algorithm. 
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